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A B S T R A C T   

Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes are examined by computational 
chemistry method in all aspects. Hartree-Fock (HF) and Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods 
at B3LYP and M062X level of functions with CEP-4G, CEP-31G, CEP-12G, LANL2DZ, LANL2MB, 
and SDD basis sets are used in calculation to obtain an optimal level. Spectral analysis (1H-NMR, 
13C-NMR, IR and Emission) calculations are reported and compared with the available experi-
mentally data. To discuss activities of the systems at a molecular level, pharmaceutically active 
four platinum complexes were studied. In addition, biological activity studies of the complexes 
have been done by using a molecular docking support and finally emission spectra and OLED 
properties of platinum complexes were examined. For the first time it was found that platinum 
complexes may have some photoactive chemotherapeutic properties and can be considered as an 
anticancer drugs.   

1. Introduction 

Addition of light in cancer treatment has led to some new developments in the design of anticancer drugs [1]. A compound that 
reacts to light is a photoactive chemotherapeutic (PACT) drug candidate used in chemotherapy. The photoactive drug is selectively 
activated by photo-irradiation to kill cancer cells [2–4]. Cytotoxic species can be produced in a controlled manner by activation of 
metal complexes in PACTs. Photoinduced electron transfer causes the ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT) transitions in low-spin 
metal complexes. These transitions lead to electron transition from ligand to metal and/or ligand decomposition [5]. The therapeutic 
effect can be explained by the reduction of metal complexes or with the ligand released or both. In any case, the final form of the 
complex may interact with DNA and other biomolecules. Furthermore, light irradiation causes the complexes to emit irradiation and to 
generate an excited metal-to-ligand charge-transfer triplet state (MLCT). This MLCT state rapidly undergoes an internal transformation 
by becoming a metal-centered triple-state (MC). Likewise, this contributes to the formation of reactive species with the therapeutic 
effect by the release of a ligand or the release of the metal or both [6]. 

Pt(II) complexes were evaluated with respect to cell growth inhibition against different types of human cancer cell lines [16]. They 
possess a number of distinctive characteristics, such as a broad spectrum of emission colors, elevated luminescence quantity, brief 
lifetime of triplet excited states [17]. Shinozaki et al. reported the effects of Pt(dpb)Cl (dpbH = 1,3-di(2-pyridyl)benzene), Pt(Fdpb)Cl 
(FdpbH = 4-fluoro-1,3-di(2-pyridyl)benzene), Pt(F2dpb)Cl (F2dpbH = 4,6-difluoro-1,3-di(2-pyridyl)benzene) and Pt(dpb)I on the 
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excimer emission of the solvent and the substituent. In their study it has been shown that the Pt(II) complex can be found not only as a 
blue-green emitter as monomer, but also as red and NIR emitters as excimer and trimer and also they suggested that Pt(N^C^N)Cl could 
be a potentially sensing luminophore to report the lipid layer, micelle, living cell, and similar microenvironments [9]. 

In this study, spectroscopic and anticancer properties of Pt (II) complexes bearing a dpb ligand shown in Scheme 1 are investigated 
depending on the molecular structure. 

2. Theoretical calculations 

The input files of relevant complexes were prepared with GaussView 5.0.8 [10]. All data are obtained in the package Gaussian 
IA32W-G09RevA.02 and Gaussian AS64L-G09RevD.01 [11,12]. A benchmark analysis was performed with the HF [13] and DFT 
methods (B3LYP [14,15] and M062X [16]) and basis sets (CEP-4G, CEP-31G, CEP-12G [17], LANL2DZ [18], LANL2MB [19], and SDD 
[19]) using experimental 1H-NMR chemical shift data of the Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes. The most 
appropriate calculation level was found as M062X/CEP-31G according to the proximity of one of the calculated and experimental 
result. 

3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Benchmark analyses 

Before start to calculate any quantities with a computational chemistry method someone needs to optimize molecular structure 
with respect to energy minimizing. During that minimizing it is also important to obtain and interpret regression coefficients giving us 
some idea between theoretical deviation in respect to experimental one. The regression coefficients results obtained with HF, B3LYP, 
M062X methods at CEP-4G, CEP-31G, CEP-12G, LANL2DZ, LANL2MB, SDD level of basis sets in comparison with the experimental 
data are listed in Table 1. For this purpose, HF, B3LYP, M062X methods and CEP-4G, CEP-31G, CEP-12G, LANL2DZ, LANL2MB, SDD 
basis sets and proton chemical shift values were calculated for the Pt(dpb)I complex. Firstly, atomic labeling of the Pt(dpb)I complex is 
given in Fig. 1. Then, the calculated and the experimental 1H-NMR chemical shift values for the Pt(dpb)I complex are given in 
Table 1–3. 

The regression coefficients results obtained with HF, B3LYP, M062X methods at CEP-4G, CEP-31G, CEP-12G, LANL2DZ, LANL2MB, 
SDD level of basis sets in comparison with the experimental data are listed in Table 4. 

These coefficients provide the ratio of the variance between one variable and the other. When R2 values taken into account, it is 
closer to 1 for the M062X/CEP-31G level as can be seen in the last column of Table 4. This is one of the reasons chosen M062X/CEP- 
31G basis set for all rest of quantum calculations in this study. To interpret proton chemical shift, tetra methyl silane (TMS) was taken 
as a reference. 1H-NMR values of TMS was calculated for all methods and basis sets. The chemical shift for TMS proton was found to be 
32.78 ppm at the M062X/CEP-31G level. Calculated chemical shift values for Pt(dpb)I are 10.92, 9.12, 9.04, 8.95, 8.88 and 8.86 ppm 
and experimental values corresponding to the calculated chemical shifts are 9.83, 8.18, 8.05, 7.71, 7.48 and 7.38 ppm for Pt(dpb)I 
complex [9]. 

3.2. Optimized structure 

The optimized structure of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I were picturized in Fig. 1. Considering the geometry 
structure of all complexes, the tridentate 1,3-di(2-pyridyl) phenyl and halogen ligands formed a square planar geometry around the 
platinum as can be seen in Fig. 1. 

3.3. FT-IR Spectra and vibrational assignments 

FT-IR spectra is a very important technique in recognition of the skeletal structure of the investigated chemical species. For all 
complexes harmonic frequencies were calculated at M062X/CEP-31G level. Theoretically simulated IR spectrum of the studied 
complexes is given in Fig. 2. Bond stretching modes corresponding to the peaks in the IR spectrum of investigated platinum complexes 
are also given in Table 5 and C–H, C–C, C––C, C–N and C––N bond stretching modes were evaluated in detail in following subsection. 

Scheme 1. Structures of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I.  
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3.3.1. C–H bond stretching 
In aromatic compounds, stretching, in plane bending and out of plane bending CH vibration modes can appear in 

3100− 3000 cm− 1, 1400− 1000 cm− 1, and 1000− 750 cm− 1 ranges respectively [20,21]. The stretching CH modes are generally ap-
pears in a range of 3100− 3000 cm− 1 with multiple soft bands and these bands may not be affected a whole nature of the substituent’s 
[22–25]. The βC–H vibration modes show moderately sharp but not strong bands in the range 1100− 1500 cm− 1 and these bands are 
not so sensitive to the nature of substituents. The out of plane bending C–H deformation modes in general are in a range of 
800–1000 cm-1 [23]. The C–H asymmetric stretching found in a position of 3080 cm− 1 and the C–H symmetric stretching assigned to 
3008, 2982 cm− 1. The tighter absorptions for aromatic compounds as can been in the figure occurs in the range of 900–650 cm− 1 

because of the C–H vibrations modes out of the plane to the aromatic ring [26–28]. In present work, the C–H stretching vibration 
mode is observed at about 3207− 3278 cm− 1 for Pt(dpb)Cl, 3222− 3283 cm-1 for Pt(Fdpb)Cl, 3242− 3282 cm− 1 Pt(F2dpb)Cl and 
3209− 3279 cm− 1 Pt(dpb)I which are reasonable a range of wave number with the literature. The C–H bending vibrations (in-plane 
and out-of-plane) are assigned at 1081− 1696 cm− 1, 1155− 1701 cm− 1, 1087− 1705 cm− 1, and 1086− 1698 cm− 1 for Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt 

Table 1 
1H-NMR chemical shift values at calculated in GIAO/HF method and the different basis sets in gas phase for Pt(dpb)I (δ = ppm).  

Assign. CEP-4G CEP-31G CEP-121G LANL2DZ LANL2MB SDD Exp. 

21 H 11.13 10.29 10.35 10.92 9.95 9.91 9.83 
22 H 9.77 8.17 7.86 8.19 7.77 7.20 8.18 
23 H 10.49 8.91 8.86 9.07 8.39 8.08 7.48 
24 H 10.15 8.60 8.32 8.46 8.01 7.47 8.05 
25 H 10.17 8.87 8.58 8.70 7.97 7.67 7.71 
26 H 9.32 8.69 7.91 8.05 7.61 6.99 7.38 
27 H 8.37 8.87 8.58 8.70 7.97 7.67 7.71 
28 H 10.15 8.60 8.32 8.46 8.01 7.47 8.05 
29 H 10.49 8.91 8.86 9.07 8.39 8.08 7.48 
30 H 9.77 8.17 7.86 8.18 7.77 7.20 8.18 
31 H 11.13 10.29 10.35 10.92 9.95 9.91 9.83 
Ref. 31.08 33.40 33.45 33.66 33.11 33.66 – 

δ=ΣH(references)-Σ, ΣH(reference) (gaz), Reference TMS. 

Fig. 1. Optimized structures and atomic labeling for Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I.  
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(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I, respectively and are listed in Table 5. 

3.3.2. C––C, C–C bond stretching vibrations 
In general, C–C stretching vibrations modes in aromatic compounds can form a band in the estimation region of 1430–1650 cm− 1 

[29]. The ring of C–C stretching vibrations in Pyridine are reported in literature as 1329–1431, 1420–1501 and 1419− 1519 cm− 1, 
respectively [30,31]. The computed wavenumber for ν(C–C) modes falls between 1314− 1696 cm− 1, 1316− 1701 cm− 1, 
1314− 1705 cm− 1, 1315− 1698 cm− 1 for Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I, respectively. 

3.3.3. C––N, C–N bond stretching 
One of the difficult task is to obtaining of C––N and C–N vibrations modes, for some mixing of vibrations can be possible in this 

region. C––N and C–N stretching vibrations appears in a range of 1670− 1600 cm− 1 and 1382− 1266 cm− 1 respectively [32]. The 
C––N and stretching vibrations of the title compounds lies at 1639, 1644 cm− 1, 1639, 1645 cm− 1, 1641, 1646 cm− 1, 1640, 1645 cm− 1, 
for Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I, respectively. 

Table 2 
1H-NMR chemical shift values at calculated in GIAO/B3LYP method and the different basis sets in gas phase for Pt(dpb)I (δ = ppm).  

Assign. CEP-4G CEP-31G CEP-121G LANL2DZ LANL2MB SDD Exp. 

21 H 10.41 10.26 10.15 − 1.36 9.27 10.64 9.83 
22 H 8.99 7.83 7.44 3.70 7.18 7.70 8.18 
23 H 9.18 8.11 7.97 4.00 7.37 8.11 7.48 
24 H 9.42 8.31 7.93 − 0.74 7.35 7.99 8.05 
25 H 9.22 8.25 7.88 3.03 7.09 7.94 7.71 
26 H 8.56 7.67 7.39 1.69 6.83 7.46 7.38 
27 H 9.22 8.25 7.88 3.03 7.09 7.94 7.71 
28 H 9.42 8.31 7.93 − 0.75 7.35 7.99 8.05 
29 H 9.18 8.11 7.97 4.00 7.37 8.11 7.48 
30 H 8.99 7.83 7.44 3.70 7.18 7.70 8.18 
31 H 10.41 10.26 10.15 − 1.36 9.27 10.64 9.83 
Ref. 30.26 32.66 32.71 32.82 32.22 32.76 – 

δ=ΣH(references)-Σ, ΣH(reference) (gaz), Reference TMS. 

Table 3 
1H-NMR chemical shift values at calculated in GIAO/M062X method and the different basis sets in gas phase for Pt(dpb)I (δ = ppm).  

Assign. CEP-4G CEP-31G CEP-121G LANL2DZ LANL2MB SDD Exp. 

21 H 11.16 10.92 10.90 11.58 10.02 11.42 9.83 
22 H 10.08 9.12 8.90 8.83 7.92 8.80 8.18 
23 H 10.24 8.88 8.84 8.92 8.12 8.85 7.48 
24 H 10.50 9.04 8.78 8.80 8.13 8.75 8.05 
25 H 10.15 8.95 8.53 8.79 7.86 8.68 7.71 
26 H 9.55 8.86 8.51 8.62 7.59 8.50 7.38 
27 H 10.15 8.95 8.53 8.79 7.86 8.68 7.71 
28 H 10.50 9.04 8.78 8.80 8.13 8.75 8.05 
29 H 10.24 8.88 8.84 8.92 8.12 8.85 7.48 
30 H 10.08 9.12 8.90 8.83 7.92 8.80 8.18 
31 H 11.16 10.92 10.90 11.58 10.02 11.42 9.83 
Ref. 30.53 32.78 32.91 32.96 32.58 32.88 – 

δ=ΣH(references)-Σ, ΣH(reference) (gaz), Reference TMS. 

Table 4 
Calculated regression coefficients (R2) and experimental values for chemical shifts of 1H-NMR.  

Basis set HF B3LYP M062X 

CEP-4G 0.3821 0.8197 0.7701 
CEP-31G 0.6038 0.8538 0.9520 
CEP-121G 0.6224 0.8125 0.9206 
LANL2DZ 0.7032 0.4877 0.8928 
LANL2MB 0.7569 0.8918 0.8923 
SDD 0.7080 0.8525 0.9028  
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3.4. NMR spectra 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a popular technique to characterize any complex macromolecules [33]. DFT methods for 
calculations of magnetic shielding highly extends the size of molecules [34,35]. Electronegative groups close to the system reduce the 
surrounding electron density, shielding of peak position from the external magnetic field and moving the signal to higher ppm. 
Intermolecular effects can be examined by chemical shifts and this examination show how electron density and electronegativity of 
neighboring groups influence the chemical shift observed for the molecule. A plotting comparative of calculated 13C-NMR chemical 
shifts calculated at M062X/CEP-31G level of studied complexes is given in Fig. 3. In addition, the calculated chemical shift values (δC) 
of carbons in the complexes are given in Table 6. 

The 13C NMR spectrum of considered molecules as can be seen from Fig. 3 shows some sharp peaks corresponding to various carbon 
atoms because of the non-equivalence of the various carbon atoms. From Fig. 3 one can notice that in Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)I 
cases there are almost intense peaks by overlapping peak positions, but in a case Pt(Fdpb)Cl it can be see just one intense peak occurs 

Fig. 2. FT-IR spectra of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I.  

Table 5 
Calculated vibrational frequencies (cm− 1) of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I.  

Modes Pt(dpb)Cl Pt(Fdpb)Cl Pt(F2dpb)Cl Pt(dpb)I 

Γ C–H 799 (vw) 833 (vs) 833 (vs) 798 (vw) 
ΓC–H 846 (vs) 866 (m) 905 (vw) 847 (vs) 
ΓC–H 958 (vw) 920 (vw) 926 (w) 958 (vw) 
βC–H 1080 (vw) 1155 (vw) 1087 (w) 1086 (vw) 
βC–H 1190 (vw) 1264 (m) 1168 (m) 1191 (vw) 
βC–H 1314 (vw) 1344 (vw) 1293 (m) 1341 (w) 
βC–H 1337 (vw) 1400 (s) 1407 (s) 1396 (s) 
βC–H 1394 (s) 1506 (s) 1427 (m) 1445 (m) 
βC–H 1498 (m) 1570 (w) 1505 (vs) 1499 (s) 
βC–H 1555 (m) 1688 (m) 1677 (m) 1558 (m) 
βC–H 1644 (vw) 1696 (vs) 1696 (vs) 1645 (vw) 
βC–H 1696 (vs) 1701 (m) 1705 (vs) 1698 (vs) 
νC–H 3214 (vw) 3222 (vw) 3242 (vw) 3209 (vw) 
νC–H 3238 (vw) 3241 (vw) 3276 (vw) 3239 (vw) 
νC–H 3247 (vw) 3275 (vw) 3281 (vw) 3248 (w) 
νC–H 3278 (vw) 3283 (vw) 3282 (vw) 3279 (w) 
νC––C 1314 (vw) 1316 (vw) 1315 (w) 1315 (vw) 
νC––C 1394 (s) 1400 (s) 1407 (s) 1396 (s) 
νC––C 1442 (m) 1427 (m) 1427 (m) 1445 (m) 
νC––C 1498 (m) 1570 (w) 1505 (vs) 1499 (s) 
νC––C 1528 (m) 1639 (vw) 1641 (vw) 1531 (w) 
νC––C 1555 (m) 1667 (m) 1677 (m) 1558 (m) 
νC––C 1644 (vw) 1688 (m) 1691 (m) 1645 (vw) 
νC––C 1678 (m) 1696 (vs) 1696 (vs) 1679 (w) 
νC––C 1696 (vs) 1701 (m) 1705 (vs) 1698 (vs) 
C–N 1314 (w) 1316 (vw) 1314 (w) 1315 (vw) 
C––N 1639 (w) 1639 (vw) 1641 (vw) 1640 (vw) 
C––N 1644 (w) 1645 (vw) 1646 (vw) 1645 (vw) 

ν: Stretching, β: in-plane-bending, Γ: out-of-plane bending, vw: very week, w: week, m: medium, s: strong, vs: very strong. 
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because of losing symmetry of the system. The efficiency of the electronegative, however, is dependent upon far-near and direct- 
indirect interactions between the electronegative atoms and its neighboring carbons. As seen in Table 3, generally similar 13C-NMR 
chemical shifts were obtained as the complexes were similar molecular structures. Platinum bonded C14 chemical shifts were 
calculated in the range 372− 380 ppm. The highest 13C-NMR chemical shift belongs to these carbons. This is because the C14 s are less 
shielded by the central atom. In addition, carbons with neighboring nitrogen are also exhibited high chemical shifts. 13C-NMR 
chemical shifts of these carbons are in the range of 339− 346 ppm. The calculation results support theoretical expectations. 

Because the electronegative nitrogen atom attracts more electrons from adjacent α-carbons. This is results in less shielding of the 
carbon cores. Less shielded carbons exhibit greater chemical shift values than other carbon atoms in the ring. A similar situation is 
observed in the fluorine bound carbons in Pt(Fdpb)Cl and Pt(F2dpb)Cl complexes. 

3.5. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surface 

To have a deeply interpretation of reactivity of any molecule, electrostatic potential calculations may give some advantage to 
evaluate the reactivity of molecules against positively or negatively charged reactants. Molecular electrostatic potential surface 
calculated and are depicted in Fig. 4. In this figure the high-density parts of the electrostatic potential energy values are colored with 

Fig. 3. 13C-NMR spectra of mentioned complexes.  

Table 6 
Experimental and calculated 13C-NMR chemical shift (ppm) for mentioned complexes.  

Pt(dpb)Cl Pt(Fdpb)Cl Pt(F2dpb)Cl Pt(dpb)I 

Atoms δcalc Atoms δcalc Atoms δcalc Atoms δcalc 

14C 376 14C 378 14C 380 15C 372 
15C 346 10C 345 12C 344 9C 346 
8C 346 15C 345 10C 344 16C 346 
16C 339 8C 343 8C 342 17C 341 
4C 339 16C 339 15C 342 5C 341 
13C 325 4C 338 16C 339 10C 324 
9C 325 6C 324 4C 339 14C 324 
6C 323 18C 323 18C 324 7C 323 
18C 323 13C 321 6C 324 19C 323 
10C 312 12C 312 5C 309 13C 312 
12C 312 9C 311 19C 309 11C 312 
5C 308 5C 310 13C 308 12C 308 
19C 308 19C 309 9C 308 20C 308 
11C 307 7C 309 7C 308 6C 308 
7C 303 17C 302 17C 308 18C 303 
17C 303 11C 294 11C 284 8C 303  
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red and the lowest part is blue [36]. 
As can be seen from Fig. 4, the active zones of the MEP, which is colored with red, of the complexes Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt 

(F2dpb) Cl are the regions where the chlorine atom is located. When the ESP load densities are examined, the ESP charge for Pt(dpb)Cl, 
Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl are ±6.886 × 10− 2, ±6.542 × 10− 2 and ±6.189 × 10− 2, respectively. The ESP charge density for Pt(dpb)I is 
±3.084 × 10− 2. This may show that the Pt(dpb)I complex has an electropositive region. Considering these values and MEP figures one 
concludes that Chlorine complexes may interact with cancer cells more than iodine complex. Also, MEP maps can be predicted from 
which region the complexes interact actively with cancer cells. 

3.6. Molecular docking study 

Platinum-based complexes are widely used in treatment of almost all types of cancer such as breast, ovarian, colon, pancreatic, 
lung, melanoma. Molecular docking study for Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I were performed with PDB ID:1JNX 
[37] (crystal structure of breast cancer-associated protein BRCT), PDB ID:1X2J [38] (structural basis of defects in point mutations on 
the lung cancer), PDB ID:2VFJ [39] (structure of the A20 ovarian tumor domain), PDB ID:4J80 [40] (crystal structures of the 
multidomain cochaperone DnaJ on the pancreatic cancer), PDB ID:4ZQK [41] (Structure of the complex of human programmed on the 
non-small cell lung cancer). Optimized structures of Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I were transformed into pdb files 
with GaussView 6.0 program. 1JNX, 1X2J, 2VFJ, 4J80 and 4ZQK target proteins were procurement in the protein data bank. HEX 8.0.0 
program [42] and Docking Server [43] was used to obtain the binding energies of related complexes with the target proteins. The 

Fig. 4. The molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surface maps for Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes.  

Table 7 
The interaction energies between studied proteins and the selected target proteins.  

Target protein Pt(F2dpb)Cl Pt(Fdpb)Cl Pt(dpb)Cl Pt(dpb)I Cis-Pt 

1JNX − 262.81 − 252.93 − 247.41 − 256.93 − 122.27 
1X2J − 262.86 − 257.27 − 253.30 − 255.34 − 120.73 
2VFJ − 17.13 − 19.26 − 13.49 − 16.79 − 25.47 
4J80 − 22.43 − 19.74 − 15.64 − 27.76 − 21.30 
4ZQK − 243.69 − 229.87 − 235.10 − 234.30 − 121.69  
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binding energies between Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I with 1JNX, 1X2J, 2VFJ, 4J80 and 4ZQK were given 
Table 7. 

Cis-platinum is a complex and widely used in cancer treatment. This complex, generally, is taken as a reference and the efficacy of 
newly discovered platinum complexes is investigated for interaction energies of Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)I and cis- 
Pt with 1JNX, 1X2J, 2VFJ, 4J80 and 4ZQK target proteins. As can be seen from the obtained data in Table 4, the binding affinity of Pt 
(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I to 1JNX, 1X2J and 4ZQK is higher than cis-Pt. Therefore, these complexes can be 
preferred to the cis-Pt complex in breast and lung cancer treatment. The interaction energies of Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl and 
Pt(dpb)I with 2VFJ target protein is smaller than the interaction energies of cis-Pt with 2VFJ. This indicate that these complexes 
efficiency on the ovarian tumor may not as effective as cis-platinum. The investigated all complexes exhibit the highest activity with 
the 1X2J target protein. Therefore, the binding poses of Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes with 1X2J, 1X2J, 
2VFJ, 4J80 and 4ZQK target protein are given in Figs. 5–9, respectively. 

Secondary chemical interactions (H-bond, Polar, Hydrofobic, pi-pi, Halogen-bond) between the chemical species examined in 
molecular docking studies and the determined target proteins are very important. This situation is very useful in the field of bioin-
formatics. It can correct the defective amino acid part of the cancer cell line that constitutes the structural characterization. Although 
the complexes have similar molecular structures, they interact with different amino acid residues of the target proteins. Moreover, due 
to the various secondary chemical interactions that occur, differences in energy also arise. The types of interactions that are highly 
bioinformatically important and the different amino acid residues that interact are presented in Tables 8–12. 

3.7. Emission spectrum analysis 

Excited state geometry optimization was performed at M062X/CEP-31G level to calculate the emission spectrum. Then, using a TD- 
DFT, emission spectra of the first six excited states were calculated on S1 optimized structures. Relevant emission parameters for better 
readability are summarized in Table 13. In addition, the assignments of the transitions seen in the calculations have been given in table. 

As seen in Table 13, the Pt(F2dpb)Cl complex has the lowest emission wavelength (375 nm). Another low emission wavelength is 
379 nm for the Pt(Fdpb)Cl complex. There is a blue shift with the addition of electronegative fluorine atoms to the structure. The 
highest emission wavelength (386 nm) belongs to the Pt(dpb)I complex. Adding iodine to the complex instead of chlorine shifted the 

Fig. 5. The binding modes of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I with 1JNX.  
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Fig. 6. The binding modes of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I with 1X2J.  

Fig. 7. The binding modes of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I with 2VFJ.  
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emission wavelength slightly towards red. Thus, it can be said that the complexes are capable of emitting blue-green. Table 13 shows 
the transitions with the highest oscillatory forces. Emission peaks with low transition energy at high wavelengths allow HOMO-
→LUMO transitions. High-energy transitions are from HOMO to low-energy orbital and from LUMO to high-energy orbital. The 
wavelengths obtained from the emission spectra show a similar tendency due to the small structural difference [44]. 

3.8. OLED properties 

Many materials such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) can be designed with computational chemistry methods. Funda-
mentally, used compounds in OLED structure have been classified as electron-transporting layers (ETL), hole-transporting layers (HTL) 
and emissive layers (EL) [45,46]. In addition to these layers, there are electron injection layer (EIL), electron blocking layer (EBL), hole 
injection layer (HIL), and hole blocking layer (HBL) between cathode and anode. EL materials are found between ETL and HTL ma-
terials and emit light from red to blue depending on the wavelength of the emission. N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(3-methylphenyl)-1, 
1′-diphenyl-4,4′-diamine (TPD) and tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato) aluminum(III) (Alq3) are a typical HTL and a ETL material, respec-
tively. While TPD is metal-free molecules, Alq3 is metallated organic molecules. 

Charge transfer is a very important parameter to explain the charge bearing property of the molecule in various biological and 
chemical reactions [47]. Interactions between conjugated pi-systems play an important role in different events such as stabilization of 
double stranded DNA structure, protein folding, molecular recognition, and drug design [48]. These interactions are of fundamental 
technological importance for the development of (bio) molecular devices [49–52]. It is especially important for radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy tools. One of the main parameters considered in this context is the transfer integral parameter, which is included as "t" in 
simple semi-classical formulations of charge carrier mobility. "t" is directly related to frontier molecular orbitals (highest molecular 
orbital (HOMO) and lowest empty molecular orbital (LUMO) energy) due to intermolecular interactions [53]. 

The transfer integral parameter contains two different combinations. The parameters te (electron transfer integral) and th (hole 

Fig. 8. The binding modes of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I with 4J80.  
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transfer integral) represent the charge movement of the transfer integral in two different regions. te (electron transfer integral) and th 
(hole transfer integral) parameters are calculated by the Koopmans theorem (KT) method according to the following equations. 

th =
1
2
(EHOMO − EHOMO− 1) (1)  

te =
1
2
(ELUMO+1 − ELUMO) (2) 

To obtain the transfer integrals "t" parameters, the crystal data of the examined complexes are required. Therefore, t parameters of 
the complexes will not be examined in this study [54–56]. 

The charge transfer properties of a molecule can be studied with reorganization energies and Marcus charge transfer theory. The 
total reorganization energy of the molecule is equal to the sum of internal (λint) and external (λext) reorganization energy. Reorgani-
zation energies [57], λe and λh transfer can be calculated by the following equations: 

λe =
(
E−

0 − E−
−

)
+ (E0

− − E0
0) (3)  

Fig. 9. The binding modes of Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl, and Pt(dpb)I with 4ZQK.  

Table 8 
The interaction modes between studied proteins and the selected 1JNX.  

Complex H-bond Polar Hydrofobic pi-pi Halogen-bond 

Pt(dpb)Cl 
LEU1701 

– – PHE1704 – MET1775 
LEU1839 

Pt(Fdpb)Cl 
LEU1701 

–  PHE1704 ARG1699 MET1775 
LEU1839 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl – ARG1699 
VAL1740 

PHE1704 ASN1774 MET1775 

Pt(dpb)I   
ILE1680 

– – LEU1701 
LEU1705  
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λh =
(
E+

0 − E+
+

)
+ (E0

+ − E0
0) (4)  

where E+
0 is the energy of the cation calculated with the optimized structure of the neutral molecule. E−

0 is the energy of the anion 
calculated with the optimized structure of the neutral molecule. E+

+ and E−
− are the energy of the cation and anion, respectively. E0

+ is 
the energy of the neutral molecule calculated at the cationic state. (E0

− ) is the energy of the neutral molecule calculated at the anionic 
state. E0

0 is the energy of the neutral molecule at the ground state. With these parameters, the charge transfer rates during electron 

Table 9 
The interaction modes between studied proteins and the selected 2VFJ.  

Complex H-bond Polar Hydrofobic pi-pi Halogen-bond 

Pt(dpb)Cl 

LYS82 

– 

VAL89 

TRP85 – 

LEU92 
ILE208 
ILE210 

ALA272 VAL273 

ASN277 
PRO274 
LEU286 
LEU330 

Pt(Fdpb)Cl LYS82 TRP85 LEU92 
– PRO274 

LEU83 ILE210 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl 

GLY101 ARG123 CYS103 TYR252 GLY101 
ASN189 

TYR252 

LEU104 PHE257 TYR252 

LEU191 

MET105  HIS255 
LEU191   
ILE196 
VAL229   

Pt(dpb)I 
LYS82 

– 

LEU92 

– – 

ILE208 
ILE210 
VAL273 

ASN277 
PRO274 
LEU286  

Table 10 
The interaction modes between studied proteins and the selected 1X2J.  

Complex H-bond Polar Hydrofobic pi-pi Halogen-bond 

Pt(dpb)Cl – – 

VAL89 ASN84 

– 
LEU83 

TRP85 ILE210 
VAL273 
PRO274 

Pt(Fdpb)Cl VAL512 – 
CYS513 

– VAL418 VAL561 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl 

GLY367 

– ALA366 – 

LEU365 

ILE416 GLY3 
VAL604 

VAL418 VAL606 

Pt(dpb)I VAL512 – 

ALA466 

– – 
CYS513 
VAL514 
ILE559 
VAL561  

Table 11 
The interaction modes between studied proteins and the selected 4J80.  

Complex H-bond Polar Hydrofobic pi-pi Halogen-bond 

Pt(dpb)Cl – ARG63 PRO60 – – 
Pt(Fdpb)Cl ARG63 – – – – 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl SER58 TYR54 – 
TYR54 TYR54 
PHE88 SER86 

Pt(dpb)I SER58 
SER58 

– 
PHE85 

– ASP59 PHE88 
LYS62  
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transfer (te) and hole transfer (th) of the molecule can be calculated by quantum mechanical means with Marcus theory [ruco]. 

K = t22π
ℏ

1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
4πλkBT

√ exp

[

−

(
λ + ΔG0

)2

4λkBT

]

(5)  

where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant. ΔG◦ is the free energy of the hole transfer reaction (which is zero in the case 
of a transfer of holes between identical molecules). 

In addition, two basic parameters are examined in EIL and HIL materials that determine the ease of charge transfer. These pa-
rameters are ionization potentials (IPs) and electron affinities (EAs). In general, lower IP and higher EA mean better hole and electron 
transport. In other words, smaller IP (larger EA) values indicate easier injection of holes from the transport layer of the holes (elec-
trons) to the emitter layers. [58] Ionization potential (IPa), vertical ionization potential (IPv), adiabatic electron affinity (EAa) and 
vertical electron affinity (EAv) are calculated as follows. 

IPa = E+ − E0
0 (6)  

IPv = E+
0 − E0

0 (7)  

EAa = E0
0 − E− (8)  

EAv = E0
0 − E−

0 (9) 

Table 12 
The interaction modes between studied proteins and the selected 4ZQK.  

Complex H-bond Polar Hydrofobic pi-pi Halogen-bond 

Pt(dpb)Cl ALA85 ARG86 
ILE65 

PHE67 – LEU87 
LEU92 

Pt(Fdpb)Cl – – LEU87 PHE67 LEU87 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl LEU87 – 
ILE65 

PHE67 LEU87 LEU87 
LEU92 

Pt(dpb)I LEU87 – 
ILE65 

PHE67 – LEU87 
LEU92  

Table 13 
Transition wavelengths, their equivalent values in eV, oscillatory force (f) and assignments of the corresponding transitions in the platinum 
complexes.  

Complex nm eV f Assignment 

Pt(dpb)Cl 
175.5 7.15 0.3378 H-10→L+1 (29 %) 
220.9 5.61 0.2656 H-1→L+3 (60 %) 
375.3 3.30 0.1162 HOMO→LUMO (94 %) 

Pt(Fdpb)Cl 
174.3 7.11 0.4208 H-7→L+2 (20 %) 
269.2 4.67 0.4207 H-1→L+1 (51 %) 
390.1 3.18 0.2178 HOMO→LUMO (92 %) 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl 
172.9 7.17 0.1858 H-7→L+2 (20 %) 
247.9 5.00 0.2294 HOMO→L+2 (50 %) 
379.8 3.26 0.7010 HOMO→LUMO (92 %) 

Pt(dpb)I 

194.2 6.38 0.3564 H-3→L+5 (34 %) 
270.5 4.58 0.1291 HOMO→L+2 (24 %) 
328.8 3.77 0.1190 HOMO→L+1 (74 %) 
398.4 3.11 0.0761 HOMO→LUMO (83 %)  

Table 14 
Calculated reorganization energies (in eV) the adiabatic and vertical ionization potentials (IPa/IPv) and electron affinities (EAa/EAv) (in eV) for the 
platinum complexesc.  

Complex IPa IPv EAa EAv λe λh 

Pt(dpb)Cl 0.2739 0.2799 0.0319 0.0267 0.18 0.15 
Pt(Fdpb)Cl 0.2815 0.3088 0.0372 0.0312 0.18 0.18 
Pt(F2dpb)Cl 0.2889 0.2958 0.0401 0.0327 0.16 0.13 
Pt(dpb)I 0.2633 0.2909 0.0354 0.0301 0.17 0.10  
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Here, E−
0 (E+

0 ) is the energy of the anion (cation) calculated with the optimized structure of the neutral molecule. E− (E+) is the energy 
of the anion (cation) calculated with the optimized anion (cation) structure [59]. 

The calculated values of the reorganization energy, the adiabatic and vertical ionization potentials (IPa/IPv) and electron affinities 
(EAa/EAv) (in eV) for the complexes examined are listed in Table 14. 

In literature, the Alq3 and TPD compounds as the typical ETL and HTL materials have been used as a comparison substance. Also, 
the electron reorganization energy of Alq3 at 0.276 eV [60] and the hole reorganization energy of TPD at 0.290 eV were reported [61]. 

The electron and hole reorganization energies of the Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes are calculated at 
0.18, 0.18, 0.16, 0.17 and 0.15, 0.18, 0.13, 0.10 eV, respectively. In that case, the platinum complexes may be a suitable ETL molecule 
because its λe values are smaller than that of Alq3. Additionally, it is seen that λh values of the platinum complexes are considerably 
smaller than that of TPD. Therefore, it can also be a perfect HTL material. 

Besides, according to the data in Table 2, Pt(dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(F2dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes examined have the lowest IP 
and EA values in the gas phase. EA values are not high. Therefore, platinum complexes are considered to be an excellent material for 
HIL. 

4. Conclusion 

Pt(F2dpb)Cl, Pt(Fdpb)Cl, Pt(dpb)Cl and Pt(dpb)I complexes were optimized with using HF and DFT (B3LYP and M062X) methods 
in combining with CEP-4G, CEP-31G, CEP-12G, LANL2DZ, LANL2MB, and SDD basis sets. According to the determined coefficient of 
R2, it was found that M062X/CEP-31G is the best level of set. FTIR and 13C-NMR spectrocpic values of studied complexes obtained and 
interpreted in detail. Platinum complexes, which are important with their anti-cancer properties were docked with molecular simu-
lation against breast, ovarian, colon, pancreatic, lung and melanoma cancer cell lines. The investigated complexes showed the highest 
inhibitory activity against the breast cancer cell line. We concluded that, after evaluete all theoretical results, the title complexes can be 
considered as an anticancer drugs. The complexes studied exhibit effectively blue-green light emission capability. Finally, the 
investigated complexes found to be a good candidate for ETL, HTL and HIL material. 
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